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Executive Summary 

Last week we stated that “Our ideal target zone for the correction is SPX2146-2069, which is a rather large price 

zone and purely based on ideal Fib-retracement levels for a 2nd wave, but since we don’t have enough price-data 

yet for this correction it’s what we have to content us with. And as long as SPX2148 holds the market can still be 

setting up for our “very bullish count”. 

Also this week the market was unable to move below SPX2148 or even close below SPX2160, increasing the odds for 

the “very bullish count”. Our ideal count (45%) suggests intermediate ii was more a correction in time (13 days) than 

in price (37p), which is one of the two ways for a market to burn off overbought conditions and simple not allowing 

side-liners to get in at a lower prices. Our 2nd count has the market in a set of nested 1st and 2nd waves (35%); but 

with a similar outcome. After 13 days of sideways price action, positive divergence, oversold but improving market 

breadth, we are less likely inclined to favor continued downside (20%) as our long term charts are almost 100% 

bullish.  

How to trade this? 

Last week we suggested among others:  

1) Long stops were set tight at around SPX2170-2175.  

2) A break below SPX2148 should target SPX2117. Use these levels as short targets for aggressive traders. 

3) Long-portfolios can be hedged but please remember that downside targets in bull markets are not often 

reached. 

4) Adding longs in the SPX2140-2110 zone will be well-rewarded longer term we believe. 

Now the market may simple not give us the SPX2140-2110 zone, as indeed “downside targets in bull markets are 

not often reached.” Frustrating, but we can only work with what we get: anticipate, monitor, adjust. Hence, 

continued strength in the coming days should be used to enter or add to longs. A break above SPX2194 targets 

SPX2220-2230 first. We remain our SPX2350+/-25 target longer term. Stops can now be set at SPX2157, or used as 

a short-entry level for a drop to SPX2110. 
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Elliot wave update 

Our preferred count is shown in Figure 1. With intermediate i at SPX2194 and price now in intermediate ii, which 

may already have ended. Yes, it be higher than anticipated (price didn’t even backtest the 50d SMA), but on the 

other hand it makes sense as so many were waiting for lower prices to get back in and often the majority doesn’t 

get their will in the market. Instead we’re 13 days passed the SPX2194 ATH and that simple was enough to burn off 

the overbought conditions. We now have positive divergence on the daily RSI5, renewed (non-ideal) A.I. buy signals, 

and the MFI (very) close to its bottom levels (green horizontal line). Hence, enough requirements are met for a “low 

is” POV. We set this count at 45%. 

Figure 1. SPX daily TI chart: 13 sideways days was enough to burn off overbought conditions. 
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Last week we used our ideal wave tracker tables to determine initial downside targets and found that SPX2158.44 

(+/- 1p) is a nice Flib-confluence target, followed by SPX 2152.47-2149.53. On Thursday the S&P500 hit SPX2157.09, 

which may be close enough to the upper end of our target zone. 

 

 

As long as price now remains above the hourly Ichimoku cloud and 34h EMA it should continue to move higher. 

Another leg down should target SPX2148, our lower end of our target zone. We give this 20% chance. 

Figure. 2: SPX hourly with last week’s upped end of the SPX 2158-2149 target zone reached 
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Market update. 

For several weeks we’ve been sporting our “very-bullish count” on the DOW and it continues to remain on the table 

as long as the late-August low –SPX2148 equivalent- is not broken. In fact with each passing day it doesn’t break that 

low the count gains in probability. We now give it 35%. Also two weeks ago we set two downside wave targets, with 

the higher target reached late last week (upper orange horizontal support line) and the lower target reached this 

Friday (lower orange line) to the T. Last week we then also forecasted support at the 50d SMA and found it to 

coincide with the gray arrow and dotted black ascending trend line. On Thursday we got a serious BINGO  as all 

three were hit to the T: red arrow. Note that the RSI5 is now positively diverging. In addition, the MFI14 dropped 

this week into what we labeled the “buy zone”: red box, as at these MFI levels meaningful (long term bottoms) 

occurred prior. Now we also have several (TI) buy signals again (A.I., RSI5) so any downside should be limited. Lastly, 

price remains in a perfectly symmetrical uptrend Elliot Wave channel since late June. 

Figure 3. DOW daily TI chart; very bullish count shown. MFI “buy-zone” level reached. Triple support reached. 
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Two weeks ago we showed three charts with bull flags, and we wanted to revisit the weekly chart to show how 

things are progressing. Price has followed the forecasted roadmap reasonable well (black dotted arrows), albeit 

downside was a little less than expected so far, but being off by 22p (~1%) is not a shabby forecast dare we say. Now, 

a break above SPX2194 will first target SPX2220-2230. Using max and min values we upped the ante a bit for the bull 

flag targets, but ultimately price should still head to mid-2300s. 

Figure 4. SPX Weekly chart:  bull flags remain in place, price followed forecasted path, slightly increased price targets 

 

When we reviewed our chart we noticed on our DOW time-fib chart that price found exactly support at the 

intersection of two trend lines, which we drew a few weeks ago . We shifted the orange 34d time-fib back one day 

from it’s start as we found it then to better align with subsequent highs and lows. The next interval is end of 

September, in line with the next Bradley Turn date (September 28) 

Figure 5. DOW time-fib: price found support right at trendline intersection (orange arrow).  
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Market breadth 

In last weekend’s update we said that for “[the McClellan Oscillator for the S&P500 (SPXMO) ] a break above the 

black dotted line will be a very good indication the down trend in breadth has ended, and therewith also the 

downtrend in price.” Well, we got that break on Friday (see green vs red arrows). But, breadth remains slightly 

negative: more stocks are declining than advancing. Now the MO needs to turn positive to sustain a rally. In addition, 

we stated last week “at this rate and with price still moving sideways any further downside could well be limited as 

the market will be very oversold rather soon/quickly and this hasn’t changed as the market is in essence still 

sideways.” Compared to last week the SPXSI (summation index of the SPXMO) is now even more oversold as price 

continued to stay sideways. With the break of the MO above the dotted line, we now expect positive breadth soon, 

therewith an improving SI, a renewed SI buy signal, and thus ultimately increasing market prices. Stay tuned   

Figure 6. SPXMO breaking out? SPXSI still on sell but getting very oversold while price moves only sideways. 
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Miscellaneous 

Our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA) continues to improve and is now almost 100% bullish. 

Remember it was full blown bearish until mid-March and didn’t turn decisively more bullish until early June; when 

ALL LT-SMAs turned back up. Hence, the market is now per the SMAs in a strong bull. 

The Short term (ST-SMA) remains 100% bullish and the LT-SMA remains around 90% bullish. The slight weakness is 

simple due to the recent side-ways price action but the chart will improve once price continues its ascend. 

Hence, these charts continue to foretell short and long term upside supporting our preferred Elliot Wave count.  

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart almost 100% bullish   ST-SMA chart 90% Bullish.    

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 
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